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Call to order 6:30 PM/attendance/. Present: Peter W., Alonna H., Nancy M., Kitty S., Arlene A., Paul P., lisa C. 

1. 	 Check-in: Members reflecting their missions - Protecting our environment, enjoys the natural world, inspires 
people to enjoy the natural world (Arlene) Love of the outdoors (Peter). Enjoys the handicap accessibility aspect 
in the natural space, building trails, celebrating Earth days (lisa), Habitats, plants and animals, conservation and 
protection of these areas, creating opportunities for others to enjoy (Nancy), Vocational, agricultural crecit, the 
love of the outdoors, likes building and doing trail work (Alonna), Community engagement, process of speaking 
out for the natural space political or not (Kitty), Enjoy the outdoors, developing trails and learning from my 
peers (Paul). 

2. 	 Acceptance of JULVmeeting minutes as written and filed - Tabled 
3. 	 Budget: 

2019-2020 budget is closed. 
2020-2021 budget. Arlene made motion to pay CACWIC dues, Nancy second the acceptance, carried 
unanimously. 

4. 	 Correspondence: As town hall has been on soft lock down to the public, this is unknown. 
5. 	 Trails and Signs 

a. 	 Valley Cotton Mill Trails on Pinney School Road development: leave dormant? Consensus was 
reached we leave the location dormant due to man power and the need to maintain 3 other 
locations in town. 

b. 	 Woodlawn Trail/bridge update: For Shining Star program we nominated Mike Laska for this. 
Kitty to follow up with Amber. 
Metal map installation- Nancy and Paul to evaluate/ assess placing the new metal map. 

c. 	 Dennis Pond: 
i. Eagle Scout candidate reports: Kiosk is finished, copies of keys to Arlene. 

d. 	 Maps? Since the kiosk is completed at Dennis Pond, a large paper map has been printed and 
displayed there. Also, on-line map dispersals are being leveraged. 
Shining stars for Roger C. Ingraham and Dave Perkins, also nominated. Kitty to follow up. 

e. 	 Events: all public events cancelled until further notice excluding next meeting. 
6. 	 Old business: none 

7. 	 New business: Paul and Kitty will follow up on members' phone contacts list 

8. 	 Public Comment: none present 

9. 	 Adjourn Arlene make motion to adjourn, Nancy seconds; carried unanimously. 7:35 

Respectfully submitted: " (]~__ 
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